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Masculinity, Honour, and Shame in the SS 
Leadership Views and Regimes of Punishment 
Based on a close reading of archival material, such as SS directives, SS court documents, private letters, 
and internal correspondence amongst the SS leadership, and drawing on perpetrator research, I illuminate 
how the concepts of collective and individual honour and masculinity were defined, negotiated, and prac-
ticed within the SS. In addition, I explore how these concepts fuelled violent peer interaction. This discus-
sion will be embedded in the socio-political conditions of the ‘Third Reich’, which in turn fostered a radicali-
sation of concepts such as honour and masculinity in terms of their valence and definition. The SS nour-
ished a soldierly and self-sacrificing form of masculinity, persecuting more civilian patterns thereof.  

Moreover, honour and masculinity became state-sanctioned 
entities woven into Nazism’s fabric, its judicial, social, and politi-
cal institutions. Consequently, honourable behaviour and un-
conditional loyalty to the cause of Nazism was especially de-
manded within the SS, which conceived of itself as an elite order 
of political soldiers in the service of Nazism. Within this frame-
work, I specifically examine the following questions: What was 
considered ‘SS-worthy’ behaviour? What virtues and ideals did 
the SS leadership prescribe for SS members? How were mas-
culinity and honour appropriated by the SS and woven into 
mandatory SS directives? Why, how, and with what conse-
quences did this appropriation happen? What mechanisms were 
created in order to translate masculinity and honour into entities 

informing SS peer interaction? What punitive and shaming measures were used in order to weed out the 
dishonourable? To answer these questions, I will also highlight how shame and shaming within the frame-
work of the SS functioned as a tool of social control and punishment. An analysis of honour, masculinity, 
and emotional dynamics within the SS can help us understand its processes of radicalization and its im-
mensely violent and (self-)destructive nature. 
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